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Presentation Notes
Hello, and welcome to Funding for Trails in Washington – What can Alaska learn?My name is Brian Carpenter, and I am an Outdoor Grants Manager with the Washington state Recreation and Conservation Office, or RCO for short.Our website is at rco.wa.gov



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you may know, RTP is a grant program from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), that is administered by a designated agency in each state.This means every state will have some similarities and differences, leading to different experiences and lessons learned from how they run the program.Alaska Trails executive director, Steve Cleary, asked me to present today in the hopes that we might learn from the experiences of other states.
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Today I am going to: Introduce you to RTP in WashingtonCover 5 lessons learned that might be of value to your stateand leave plenty of time for questions and answers at the end!
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As mentioned, every state has their own agency for administering grants for the Recreational Trails Program.In Alaska, it is the Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation.In Washington, it is the Recreation and Conservation Office.As our name implies, we manage a variety of grant programs for outdoor recreation and conservation, as well as salmon and orca recovery, and invasive species management.RCO is a pass-through funding agency, administering grants for a bunch of different state and federal grants.We are nonregulatory, and we don’t directly manage any lands, but we are considered a natural resources related agency.  Also, since our funding board members and director are appointed by the governor, we are considered a cabinet agency.Being related to, but separate from the other agencies, makes it so we can be a good partner while also maintaining independence and impartiality.The coolest thing about our agency is that is all about citizen involvement.  Staff members like me carry out the paperwork, but all the decisions – including which projects get funded, and how programs are designed – are made by groups of citizen volunteers.  This helps make sure that our citizens’ money is spent where the citizens want it.We have about 30 different grants, a half-dozen or so of which can fund trails.



• 1964 – BFP: RCO created with sunset clause, to admin new state boating facility grants
• 1965 – LWCF: grants added
• 1977 – NOVA: Nonhighway and Off-road Vehicle Activities program created
• 1986 – Sunset clause removed by House bill
• 1989 – WWRP: Washington Wildlife and Recreation Program created
• 1991 – FARR: Firearms and Archery Range Recreation program created
• 1995 – Tech: RCO project database (“PRISM”) goes live
• 1996 – RTP: program opened for public projects
• 2004 – WWRP: grants added for Riparian, Farmland, State Lands Dev / Rest
• 2007 – Salmon programs transferred to RCO
• 2014 – Tech: Electronic billing implemented
• 2015 – Forestland Preservation grant added
• 2018 – Tech: Electronic scoring implemented
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As I said, we are very citizen-driven.  We were even founded by a citizen's initiative, rather than a legislative bill.Here you can see an overview of our timeline.Our agency was founded in 1964 to administer grants, starting with the creation of a Boating Facilities Program.BFP showed the model for many grants that would come after it, since it was funded from tax revenue from boat fuel, as well as boat license fees.LWCF was added in 1965, and has been building parks ever since (and fueling nightmares – if you know you know)In 1977 our state NOVA program started, which is very similar to RTP, and I’ll be going more into later.WWRP was added in 1989, which includes grants for more urban trails.And in 1996 we had our first real RTP grant round!
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Each of our grants has a set of evaluation criteria designed to incentivize the priorities of the grant program, and to help measure the qualities of the applicant projects.Many of the criteria apply to all types of projects within the program, but some apply only to certain project types.For example, because we emphasize deferred maintenance for RTP, they can get up to 15 points for a really good maintenance project.  A development project is evaluated for up to 10 points in Project Design and up to 5 points in sustainability.  In practice, maintenance projects average 1 to 2 points more for those criteria.The volunteer advisory committee evaluates all the projects on independent screens, then we tabulate all the scores, and produce a ranked list of projects.
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The nominal points don’t matter – there is no such thing as getting enough points or not.What matters is rank.  But even then, you won’t know for sure whether you got funding until the following year.Basically, we take these ranked lists, get them approved on up through the governor and legislature, find out how much money will be available in the budget, and then we take that bucket of money and pour it on the top of the list to see how far down it goes.
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You can also look at getting funding like catching a ferry boat.It doesn’t matter if you get on early and easy, or if you come screaming down the terminal and slide sideways on at the end – all that really matters is getting on the boat.And no matter what, some car is always the last on the boat and some car is always the first one left waiting in line for the next boat to come in.
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And now onto the lessons.Lesson 1: There are so many different RTPs!  How would you like yours?By this I mean there is a lot of local control. The FHWA guidelines largely leave it up to the states to decide how RTP should look, and the galleries on the RTP project database website show the variety that comes from that! In fact, I was surprised by how much each state program can differ, in doing research for this presentation!  The lesson I take from this is there is no one right way to run RTP, and that the usual excuses like "this is how we've always done it" really don't hold water here.If there is something you wish worked differently, it can probably be changed for the better.The FHWA website for RTP has a variety of different resources, but I found the "Advisory Committee Best Practices" section to be the most interesting, and especially the RTP project database at recreationaltrailsinfo.org
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As I mentioned, in Washington we have a bunch of different trails grants.  All of our grants run on the same biennial calendar as our state legislative budget, so application rounds happen on even years and funding comes out the following odd year.  For example, applications are happening now in 2022, and funding will start in the middle of 2023.We run RTP and our state NOVA program simultaneously, highlighted red for the fall, and then our other trail-supporting grants highlighted green for the spring.  One is even named “trails”, but it is mixed in with Local Parks, habitat conservation, and others.The trick to making this work, Lesson 2 on my list, is to figure out what factors differentiate between all the different programs and categories.
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Picture a Venn diagram, where the grant program – NOVA in this case – includes every part of all the categories, added together.Each of the categories in a grant program has certain things that only that category will do:for example, only Off-road vehicles [CLICK] can build a dirt bike trail, and only nonmotorized [CLICK] can build a backcountry wilderness trail……as well as things that both it and other categories allow.  For example, both Off-road vehicle and Nonmotorized [CLICK] can fund trail maintenance, while both Nonmotorized and Nonhighway Road [CLICK] could install interpretive signage.There are even core things that all of the categories share [CLICK].But a given grant agreement will only include a certain, limited scope of activities.For example, a project to educate off-road vehicle users [CLICK]Might include buying a UTV to transport the project staff {CLICK}, which can happen in Education or Off-road Vehicle Maintenance projects…While buying uniforms for the project staff [CLICK], which can only happen in Education and Enforcement.But anything outside of the scope in the agreement will not be an eligible cost, even if it is in the Education and Enforcement category.And, to repeat for clarity, anything only allowed in other categories [CLICK] would most definitely not be allowed, even if it is another part of the same overall grant program.
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To make it not so arcane and confusing, focus on simple rules that separate your different options.Each of our grant programs has 50-page manual, but the few differences are what really matter.For example, in Washington, snowmobiles are legally separated from off-road vehicles.  This means NOVA won’t touch them, so if you are working on snowmobiles you know immediately that it’s an RTP project.NOVA also can’t start from a highway; it has to go from a “non-highway” road, which in practice is a lot of county roads but especially US Forest Service or state Department of Natural Resources.And then each grant only serves certain kinds of nonprofits, if at all.  Some are government only.
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Lesson 3 is to think critically and creatively about the best strategic ways to leverage nonprofits.Many of our grants allow nonprofits to apply themselves, but they are almost always working on public land.Often a stronger position can come from the public agency as the project sponsor, and the nonprofit as a volunteer partner.That decision often comes down to whether the nonprofit is trying to cover paid staff or not, which is a whole other topic.Either way, there is a real risk of nonprofits competing for grant funds against the agencies they claim to be helping.And this is still very much a work in progress – we do not have it all figured out.
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A key example is Snowmobile Education programs.  As some of you are probably aware, FHWA had to start enforcing some federal budgeting rules, which have wreaked havoc on RTP Education programs.Without getting into the details, RTP Education can now only be funded from July through September.  In Washington, that means no more winter safety patrols.FHWA offered a potential workaround to allow the project work before the grants come out, but other rules from US Forest Service prevent them from being able to use it, and then they can’t create the job codes for education projects if they can’t get a grant agreement during that time.The question is, can nonprofits bridge the gap by either taking over the education projects or fronting the money so that the Forest Service can create the jobs before the grant funding is available?
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Lesson 4: Complexity – Inevitable, or no?As grants, laws, and everything else in the world has become more complex, it seems like an increase in complexity is inevitable.But do we really understand that, and is it true?
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How do you calculate complexity?In 1989, our agency had 18 employees and 6 grant programs.In 2022, we have 80 employees and 30 grant programsIs that just 22 times more complex?It turns out, no, because every step of the way has grown, too.There are 5 or 10 times more applications per program, closeout reports are 10 times longer, and on and on…  …The complexity to be managed is nearly incalculable.Each member of my team is managing about 100 projects, which each have 100 steps to them, so at any given moment each of us is trying to keep track of 10 THOUSAND THINGS.  With 10 grant managers on the team, we are spinning 100 THOUSAND plates at any given time.
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But is there another way?Would you rather do paperwork for 5 days, 5 hours, or 5 minutes?If you deal with LWCF grants, it might feel more like you’re doing it for 5 months.But when I looked into small business grants for women, the nonprofit foundations were apologizing if it had a “longer” application that stretched on for 10 minutes instead of just 5.There is so much to be considered here, but if all our systems were designed to reduce the amount of work necessary, and to give you back more of your time, I think it would look very different!
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Which brings me to Lesson 5: Technology…The timeline earlier also shows our technological progress:In 1995 we launched our project database.19 years later they added electronic billing.And 23 years after starting, just 4 years ago, they added electronic scoring.  What used to take a week or two now is almost instantaneous, but I’m also still finding typos that are older than some of our staff members!So, the question is, are you using the right tools for the job?
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How do you evaluate Tech Solutions for Grant Funding?Starting with the bad:It won’t hold the data types you want.  Maybe it won’t do videos, or GIS files, or drone scans, for example.  You now either can’t improve your work, or you have to start over with a new database, with a massive loss of time and money.It keeps demanding more data but doesn’t provide a return.  You are always filling out more forms, billings, and so on, but it doesn’t provide insights or useful reports.It requires the same data multiple times.  In LWCF paperwork, about 40% is the same stuff entered over and over again, when the computer already knows the information.A bad tech tool can’t function without a suite of other apps around it.  If you still need apps for email, spreadsheets, writing memos, taking notes, and so on, your tool isn’t doing what you need.  Just the same as you wouldn’t want a saw that somehow requires you to use a drill for the handle, you don’t want a tech tool that only works if there are a bunch of others to do what it can’t.  That’s a little weird of an analogy, but you get the point – it’s so stupid in the real world that it wouldn’t even exist, but you don’t want to be doing that in your computer, either!In tech, we call that context switching.  It’s when you have to keep leaving one app to use another, then switch back, and so on.  Doing this wastes time, ruins your focus, and guarantees things will fall through the cracks.
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Good tech, on the other hand:Is fast and easy to put raw data in, and to get clean reports out.Records and clearly shows processes.  How were those projects ranked, how did that amount get calculated?  Answers like that should be clear at all times.If something is repeated, it should be automated.If you have to write a similar letter more than once, or if you would be lost without a mission-critical spreadsheet, it should be built permanently into your tech tool.Good tech grows and evolves with other new technologies and ideas.The data is yours.  You don’t want to be reliant on a third-party service to access or read your data.  Ideally, the apps themselves would be open-source or at least belong to you if proprietary.That data is kept in an evergreen format.  These are formats that don’t change as the programs change, and can be opened by apps from multiple companies.  For example, plain text or markdown are far more reliable than word processor files, just like CSV is more universal than ever-evolving Excel files.Good tech does the work where it is, without requiring you to context switch.  In a good project management tool, the database system will show you any tasks that need to be done, keep notes on their progress, and attach correspondence or other necessary files right there with the rest of the project data.Your tech should use APIs.  I won’t get into what that means, but APIs are a way of separating processes and ensuring the systems can be upgraded or expanded over time.  Building an enclosed app without APIs would be like expecting a restaurant’s pantry storage, cooking, and serving to all be done in the same dish.  Even if they somehow survive one customer, it will all fall apart if they get any busier, and it won’t be long before people get food poisoning.  Imagine that happening to your database, and you will understand why you need APIs.Finally, assume the highest ability, but support the lowest.  It should be intuitive for anyone who will need to use your tools, while not hampering the work of people who have abilities you can’t even dream of now.  Is your database designed to replace a typewriter and filing cabinet, or to get hypermodern workers of the future out into the field, where they can spend their time on the trails instead of chained to a desk?
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That concludes my presentation on trails funding in Washington, and what lessons can be learned for Alaska.Thank you very much for your time and attention.You’re absolutely welcome to check out our website for more details and information, and to email me if you want to talk later.Now though, I will be happy to answer questions.
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